However, in view of the extremely interesting nature of these two series it may be worth while to set out here the criteria by which such a question must be decided, particularly in view of the fact that the correct application of statistical theory to such a problem is not at all widely understood.
In Fig. i a correlation coefficient can be calculated and is a valid descriptive measure of the way in which the two series of numbers vary together. But we also usually wish to test the significance of such a coefficient, i.e. to answer the question whether as large or larger a value could have been obtained by chance alone. To do this by the usual methods we must assume that different pairs are independent of each other so that the n pairs may be regarded as a random sample from bivariate population in which the variates are independent. But this condition is not at all true in the present case. For consider (xi, yi) and (xi+,, yi+). Then xi+, is much more likely to be near xi in value than a randomly chosen x from the whole series, and similarly for yi, Yi+i. We express this by saying that the series {xj} and {yj} are serially correlated in themselves. This fact completely invalidates the above method of testing the significance of the correlation coefficient.
The mathematical problem of setting up a test of significance in such circumstances is one of great difficulty. It may be shown, however (Moran, I947), that for long series the standard error of the correlation coefficient is approximately equal to the square root of n-'( I + 2 P3 PS p), 1 where n is the length of the series and Ps, P8 are the serial correlation coefficients of the two series. The estimation from the data of these serial correlation coefficients itself presents considerable difficulties.
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The statistical analysis of the sunspot and lynx cycles An account of their use in investigating the structure of a series will be found in Yule (I927), and there is a considerable literature on their estimation in recent papers in Biometrika, and in the J'ournal and Supplement of the Royal Statistical Society. See also Moran (I947). A coefficient may be considered to be significantly different from zero at the 5 % level if it is known that its distribution is approximately nornal, about zero mean, and if it exceeds twice its standard error.
In general most time series are of such nature that the presence of the serial correlation coefficients in formula (i) results in the standard error being larger than would be the case if the successive pairs of observations were independent. In the present case r = 0 I 329, which would not be considered significant at the 5 % level if successive pairs of observations were independent. It would therefore be very unlikely to be judged significant by the more exact test using formula (i). The above described error of testing the significance of a correlation coefficient by ordinary methods when successive pairs of observations are not independent is so common in economic and other writing (e.g. Beveridge, 1944, Appendix D, p. 4I0) that it seems valuable to direct attention to it.
Although statistically significant correlation cannot be deduced from the data in Fig. i, we can, nevertheless, say, on the other hand, that the possibility of sunspots being a major factor in causing the lynx cycle is decisively ruled out. For the oscillations of the latter are so regular that they cannot be explained by another regular cyclical phenomenon with which it is clearly in phase at some times and out of phase at others. Thus from i820 to I850 the cycles are very nearly in phase, whilst from I850 to I890 very nearly in opposite phase and so on. The regularity of the oscillation in both cases is so great that it is clear that there can be no causal relation between the two series.
Although not quite relevant in the present problem, two other sources of fallacy in the treatment of correlation between such series deserve mention. In the first place if there exist trends in the two series, large positive or negative correlations are to be expected but are not to be regarded as evidence of causal connexion, for clearly any two phenomena which show a pronounced trend throughout time will give such high values when correlated together.
Another common procedure when looking for causal connexions between such series is to lag one series one, two, or more units of time with respect to the other and calculate a correlation coefficient for each lag, picking out the largest. This may give suggestive results but once again the test of significance is invalidated, because we have chosen the largest of a set of correlation coefficients.
SUMMARY
The statistical testing of correlation between cyclical time series is discussed. The fallacy of applying the ordinary test of significance to the correlation coefficient between series which are not serially independent in themselves, is pointed out, and other sources of fallacious conclusions mentioned. Examination of the sunspot and Canadian lynx cycles, however, rules out the possibility of a causal connexion between them. 
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